Abstract-The existing soil cultivators have a number of shortcomings. The authors suggest calculation for elements of the system of deformers in soil cultivators represented as plates with kinked curves. The paper explores a possibility of lengthening of horizontal elements of the system of deformers in rack of chizel type deep tiller without losses in its strength and without any significant changes in its thickness. The initial task is to calculate strained-deformed state of isotropic plates with kinked profile, clamped medial edges, symmetrically positioned on the vertical rack, inclined towards the vertical axis, having the same strength and uniform cross-section along the whole length (volumetric task). Numerical studies show zones that could possibly bear similar types of characteristic damages providing a possibility to design a kinked curve plate with optimal thickness, fracture angle and tilt angle. It is also found that the most dangerous feature is the decrease in the actual thickness of plate of more than 1/3 of computed thickness, thus leading to breakdown of a separate piece of the detail.
I. INTRODUCTION
Current state of affairs shows various constructions of deep tilling soil cultivators, thus for instance including inclined racks, inclined racks with cropping elements -the chisel type deep tillers. There are known soil cultivators with a closed contour system of deformers -voluminous tillers. Such tillers have up to 3 m operating width with generally up to 0,5 m tillage depth, whereby the tillage depth may be extended up to 0,6 m (and up to 0,8 m in deep tilling soil cultivators). If the operating width is increased, the amount of racks also rises leading to a significant increase of mass of the gear with increase in draught resistance. Existing tools providing the necessary operating width and quality of tillage often have low reliability and inacceptable high energy loading. Moreover, the possibilities of deep tilling with depth of 50 cm and more are more limited. Shall the operating width be increased for a mounted deep tilling chisel type soil cultivator the horizontal elements of system of deformers also become drawn which leads to loss in their strength properties. Therefore a calculation is necessary to define the elements of systems of deformers in deep tilling soil cultivators represented as bended plates or plates with kinked curve. Let us consider the kinked curve plates, because they produce more deformations in the depth of processed soil layer, therefore the quality of soil crumbling is higher. Let us analyze at a first approximation as follows: what is the most possible extent for drawing of the tilling horizontal elements of the system of deformers in the rack of deep tilling chisel type soil cultivator without losses in their strength and significant change of their geometric characteristics. [1] [2] [3] II. THEORY Let us assume horizontal parts of the system of deformers in the deep tilling chisel type soil cultivator with extended operating width to be kinked curve plates symmetrically positioned on each side of rack. The correspondent task at a first approximation consists of calculation of straineddeformed state of isotropic plates having kinked profile with clamped edges, symmetrically positioned on vertical rack, inclined towards the vertical axis, having the same strength and uniform cross-section along the whole length (volumetric task). Contemporary methods and solutions were not applied to the full extent for this statement of a question.
The examined shape of the kinked curve plates is shown on the following figure 1 (providing that the angles are as follows: α=0, β=450, γ=900). The most similar researches were made by P.F. Papkovich for a plate with both opposite sides clamped. Also a method of solution for elasticity of plates with clamped edges by N.I. Muskhelishvili is also known; this method addresses the issue that is equivalent to the first basic plane elasticity. But our setting, not being previously examined, supposes another type of task -such as other shape of plate with rigidly fixed medial edges [4, 5] . Programming and computing suite Structure CAD (SCAD) is used for calculation of strength out of the correlation between width and optimal thickness of the inclined steel plates of finite size, with kinked curve profile with rigidly fixed medial edges having uniform cross-section along the whole length (see figure 1) . Finite element modeling is conducted with due regard of static and dynamic loads. The aim of the setting of numerical calculation is primary to define the adequacy of a solid model to the strain as the deformed state of isotropic kinked curve inclined steel plates with rigid fixation along the medial section.
This resulted in calculation of various strained-deformed states of inclined isotropic plates with kinked profile, uniform cross-section that are symmetrically placed on the rack with rigidly fixed medial edges having uniform cross-section with equal rigidity, at thickness of 3 mm depending on the strength properties at its standard operating conditions in the elastic zone of the material.
Calculation of the strained-deformed condition supposed creation of an adequate calculation model at various operating parameters. The amount of elements and nodes of the ensemble is, correspondently, 104 and 132. Coding of raw data is made in terms of incremental method with due regard of the fragmented representation of kinked curve plates as objects having a simple geometric form -plates (figure 2).
The aim of the setting of numerical calculation of kinked curve plate of finite size without any characteristic defects was to define the adequacy of a solid model to the straineddeformed state of kinked curve plates at the maximum load (being the resistance of the crumbled soil bed) [6] [7] [8] .
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS
Processing of the obtained modeling results shows presence of insignificant deformations: along the X axis ( figure 3) , along the Y axis (figure 4) and along the Z axis (figure 5). It is indicative that the strain figures on figure 4 and 5 are practically identical which speaks in favor of a huge margin of strength in kinked curve plates having the examined shape. [9] [10] [11] The most strains arise in the kinked curve plate along the AB and CD planes, because mainly this section works as beam that is rigidly fixed on the bearings. Certain strains arise also on the "nose", which is the bend of the plate, showing a picture of summary deformations like in case of twisting (figure 4). [12] [13] [14] shows no critical values in the attaching points between the rack and bending of the plate along its length, as well as no inward compression of edges. [15] Judging from the obtained results we could distinguish the zones of the plate that could contain similar types of characteristic damages which lets us to create finite dimensional models of kinked curve plates with the optimal thickness of the analyzed shape thus providing for strength during the subsequent full-scale studies.
IV. CONCLUSION
The preliminary review covers the strained-deformed state of inclined steel plates of finite dimensions, with kinked curve profile, having rigidly clamped medial edges, with uniform cross-section, with equal rigidity, having equal rigidity and uniform cross-section along the whole length, at various combinations of loads, manufactured of C255 grade steel.
The accumulated data show that the suggested 3 mm thickness does not lead to breakdown of a separate piece of detail and provides for a redundant structural strength, therefore the decrease in thickness of kinked curve plates is desired. The research shows that the decrease in actual thickness of plate to the extent of more than of 1/3 of the calculated thickness (3 mm) is the most dangerous case leading to breakdown of a separate piece of detail.
